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Kerr and four-wave mixing spectroscopy is shown to be a powerful technique to quantify the strong
enhancement of the third-order optical nonlinear susceptibilities at the band edge of photonic
crystals. Local field factors of about 5 are demonstrated for crossed Kerr effect and a narrow
resonance peak observed for the conjugate reflectivity. Moreover, a reduction of the effective
nonlinear susceptibility of the four-wave mixing process with increasing pump intensities is
measured, which is due to different Kerr-induced blueshifts of the band edge for forward and
backward pump beams and signal and conjugate beams. This observation definitely demonstrates
the need for considering all the nonlinear processes for the optimization of nonlinear photonic
crystals for a given application in optical signal processing. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1944887g

Due to their potential use in the development of new
devices for optical signal processing, photonic crystalssPCd
are presently widely studied both from the fundamental and
applicative points of view.1,2 Besides passive circuits, PC
microchips will need the realization of active functions such
as optical switching. With respect to this need, third-order
nonlinear optics will play a crucial role for the generation of
such active functions.3–7 The challenge consists of the devel-
opment of microsized nonlinear functions with low power
consumption. However, using presently available nonlinear
materials this can be achieved only by optimizing the na-
noengineering of the materials in order to strongly enhance
the global third-order nonlinearity. A simple concept has
been proposed in order to obtain such a giant enhancement
of the optical nonlinearities: The use of the PC near its band
edge or at a defect in order to benefit from light localization.
Indeed, in such a case, generalizing the local field theory of
nonlinear homogeneous media8 to the case of photonic
crystals9 shows that nonlinear susceptibilities of the PC me-
dia are enhanced by local field factors for each beam inter-
acting in these nonlinear media. Then, the third-order non-
linear susceptibilityxPC

s3d of the PC is given by the expression

xPC
s3d = f1f2f3f4xs3d, s1d

wherexs3d is the intrinsic third-order susceptibility of the PC
media andf i si =1, 4d are the local field factors for the four
waves involved in the considered third-order nonlinear pro-
cess. As a consequence if light localization is obtained even
with a small amplitude enhancementsf i <5d, the PC nonlin-

ear susceptibility is 625 times higher than for the same ho-
mogenous medium, which indicates that efficient small de-
vices could actually be obtained. However detailed
theoretical and experimental studies must be performed in
order to demonstrate these potentiality and to define the best
geometry to be chosen for the nanostructure for a given ap-
plication. For this purpose, several theoretical studies have
already been published10–12 but only some work has been
done on the experimental side.13–15

In this letter, we focus on Kerr and four-wave mixing
processes at the band edge of one-dimensional PC. Since
these nonlinear optical processes which could find applica-
tions in optical signal processing are automatically phase
matched,8 they make possible to perform a spectroscopic
study of the corresponding optical nonlinearities and to de-
rive useful consequences for the optimization of nanostruc-
tures for a given nonlinear function.

The sample used in this study consisted of two super-
posed Cd0.75Mn0.25Te-Cd0.40Mg0.60Te semiconductor quarter-
wave stacksfsee Fig. 1sadg. The back stacks20 pairs depos-
ited on a CdMnTe buffer first deposited on the CdZnTe
substrated was designed to reflect the incident light transmit-
ted by the front stacks30 pairsd whose band edge was there-
fore exactly at the center wavelength of the back Bragg mir-
ror. The refractive indices weren1=3.088 andn2=2.585 for
Cd0.75Mn0.25Te and Cd0.40Mg0.60Te, respectively. The thick-
nesses of Cd0.75Mn0.25Te se1 ande18d and Cd0.40Mg0.60Te se2
ande28d layers weree1=54 nm ande2=64.6 nm for the front
stacksthe studied one-dimensional PCd ande18=57.3 nm and
e28=68.5 nm for the back Bragg mirror. This design was cho-
sen to automatically create the backward pump beam at the
band edge of the PC for the four-wave mixing process. As a
consequence of this design, for a lossless photonic crystal all
the beams would be totally reflected for wavelengths inside
the band gap of the PC or of the back Bragg mirror. As seen
in Fig. 1sbd, this is not the case at low photon wavelengths
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where band absorption occurs at the electronic band edge
sEBEd, of Cd0.75Mn0.25Te located at 620 nm and lowers the
reflectivity. Strong losses occur also even below this EBE at
the photonic band edgesPBEd of the PCssee the deep hole
marked by the arrow in the reflectivity spectrumd due to the
local field enhancement of the very small diffusion losses
s0.07%d occurring at the layer interfaces. It is interesting, by
the way, to note that this technique could be used to quantify
such losses which could be very difficult to perform other-
wise.

For the nonlinear experiments, we used picosecond du-
ration frequency tunable laser pulses produced by optical
parametric generationsOPGd and amplificationsOPAd in
BBO crystals. OPG and OPA were obtained using a fre-
quency doubled mode-locked Nd-YAG laser as the pump
beam. The choice of a picosecond duration for the laser
pulses resulted from the compromise between the use of the
highest beam intensity for a given pulse energy and the
wavelength selectivity necessary to resolve the band edge
zone of the PC. The beam delivered by the OPG-OPA was
separated into two beams. The most intense one was sent
perpendicularly to the PC and acted as the forward pump
beam. The backward pump beam was generated by reflexion
of the forward pump beam on the back Bragg mirror of the
sample. The low intensity signal beam was sent at the small
incidence angleu=2° and the conjugated beam was gener-
ated exactly in the opposite direction to the signal beam. The
intensities of all beams were measured in order to character-
ize the nonlinear behavior of the PC.

Spectra of pump and signal reflectivities and phase con-
jugate reflectivity were recorded for different pump intensi-
ties. As an example, Fig. 2 shows such spectra recorded for
Ip=0.22 GW/cm2 and Ip=0.50 GW/cm2. In Figs. 2sad and
2sbd, the pump reflectivitysstarsd and the signal reflectivity
without and with the pump pulse presentsclosed and open
triangles respectivelyd are plotted as a function of the laser-
wavelength. The phase conjugate spectra appear in Figs. 2scd
and 2sdd. As demonstrated in Figs. 2sad and 2sbd, the PC

band edge represented by the hole in the reflectivity spectra
is blueshifted for both signal and pump beams when the
pump pulse is present on the sample. Moreover, this blueshift
is almost proportional to the pump intensitysDlP=0.3 nm
and 0.4 nm andDlS=0.5 nm and 0.8 nm with a precision of
±0.1 nm for Ip=0.22 GW/cm2 and Ip=0.50 GW/cm2, re-
spectivelyd. It must also be stressed that within the experi-
mental errors the signal blueshift is twice that experienced by
the pump beam due to the degeneracy of Kerr effect in the
latter case.8 From these blueshifts, it is possible to evaluate
the refractive index change by using the expression of the
band edge wavelengthlB given in Ref. 16.

l0/lB = arccosf− T12cossp/Nd + R12g, s2d

wherel0=4n1e1=4n2e2 is the center wavelength of the band
gap, andT12=4n1n2/ sn1+n2d2 and R12=sn1−n2d2/ sn1+n2d2

are the transmission and reflexion coefficients of the inter-
faces, respectively. Indeed, at high intensities, the refractive
indices are modifiedsni =ni +Dni with Dni the nonlinear re-
fractive index change fori =1, 2d.8 As n1<n2, the change in
the band edge wavelength is mainly related to the modifica-
tion of l0 and is given, in first approximation, by

DlB/lB = fDn1/n1 + Dn2/n2g/2. s3d

As the band edge wavelength of the PC is very near the
electronic band gap of Cd0.75Mn0.25Te and far from that of
Cd0.40Mg0.60Te, only the change ofn1 is of importance for
determining the optical band edge blueshift of the PC. The
nonlinear refractive index change for the crossed Kerr effect
is thenDn=−0.007 andDn=−0.004 for pump beam intensi-
ties of Ip=0.50 GW/cm2 and Ip=0.22 GW/cm2, respec-
tively. The corresponding third-order susceptibility is then
enormoussxPC

s3d=−1.2310−8 esud which explains why these
large changes in reflectivity occur with only small input in-
tensities. Moreover using the valuexs3d=−4310−11 esu cal-
culated for the third order nonlinear susceptibility of bulk
Cd0.75Mn0.25Te sRef. 17d and assuming equal local field fac-
tors for all wavelengths, Eq.s1d gives the valuef =4.2 for the
mean local field factor, in good agreement with that calcu-
lated using the transfer matrix method.18

As expected from the high value of the measured local
field factor, the four-wave mixing process was strongly en-
hanced at the band edge of the PC. This is illustrated in Figs.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the sample plotted on a refractive index scalesad and
reflectivity spectrum of the structure at normal incidencesbd. EBE and PBE
stand for electronic and photonic band edges, respectively.

FIG. 2. Pump and signal, and conjugated reflectivity spectrafsad and sbd,
andscd andsdd, respectivelyg. sad andscd correspond to spectra recorded for
pump intensities of 0.22 GW/cm2 whereassbd and sdd were recorded for
pump intensities of 0.50 GW/cm2.
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2scd and 2sdd showing the strong resonance of the phase
conjugate reflectivity normalized to the pump and signal in-
put intensities around 694 nm. Due to the low intensities
used in our experiments, it was not possible to measure the
phase conjugate reflectivity outside of the band edge region
of the PC. Nevertheless, the contrast is higher than one hun-
dred which confirms the local field enhancement of the phase
conjugate reflectivity. It must be stressed that the phase con-
jugate reflectivity spectrum widens with increasing pump in-
tensities and that the maximum value of the measured effec-
tive nonlinear susceptibility strongly depends on the pump
intensity. This last behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3 showing
the peak effective third-order nonlinear susceptibility plotted
as a function of the pump intensity. The value is high and
constant up to 0.3 GW/cm2 and strongly decreases with in-
creasing pump intensities. This is evidently connected to the
Kerr-induced blueshift of the PC band edge which is two
times larger for the signal than for the pump beams. As a
consequence, spectra of the local field factors for forward
and backward pump beams are shifted with respect to those
corresponding to signal and conjugate beams, which gives
rise to a less important impact of light localization on the
effective nonlinear susceptibilities. This observation demon-
strates that all the nonlinear processes must be taken into
account in the design of the photonic crystal in order to
optimize a given nonlinear process. In particular, for the
four-wave mixing process considered here, the use of mate-
rials with positive nonlinear susceptibilities may produce a
red Kerr shift for the band edge which could be compensated

for by the blueshift experienced by the signal and conjugate
beams, due to their angle of incidence on the PC.

In conclusion, Kerr and four-wave mixing spectroscopy
have been used in order to experimentally quantify the strong
enhancement of the corresponding third order nonlinear sus-
ceptibilities. Our results demonstrate local field factors larger
than four for a low contrast one-dimensional PC and a nar-
row peak for the phase conjugate reflectivity due to light
localization. Moreover, a reduction of the enhancement of
the phase conjugate reflectivity was demonstrated at high
laser intensities due to different Kerr-induced blueshifts ex-
perienced by the forward and backward pump beams on one
hand and signal and conjugate beams on the other hand. This
result definitely demonstrates that all the possible nonlinear
processes must be taken into account for an optimized design
of nonlinear photonic crystals for optical signal processing.
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FIG. 3. Effective third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility vs the pump
intensity.
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